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Classic Market Tote 

 
 

Supply list: 
Basic Sewing Supplies: 

Sewing machine in good working order  and working knowledge of sewing machine 

Thread to match fabrics 
 Bobbins 

 Scissors 

Seam ripper 

Needles: size 90 sharp or denim 
Standard foot and/or walking foot 

Edge stitching foot (optional) 

Cutting mat, rotary cutter and ruler 
Wonder Clips 

Nancy Zieman Double Sided Basting Tape 

Pattern Ease or other tracing material to trace pattern pieces 

 
Pattern:  Classic Market Tote by Andrie Designs (AD023) 

Fabrics as stated on pattern for the size that you want to make. 

Foam stabilizers as noted on pattern. I prefer foam vs fusible fleece . 
Woven fusible or SF101 as stated on pattern 

Firm interfacing not needed if doing zipper top.   

I used cotton webbing (available here) for my handles instead of fabric (optional) 2 yards 
 

Hardware :  4 round or rectangular rings (I used 1.5” rectangles) 

       1 magnetic snap (or zipper if desired-see my additional instructions b 

        1 swivel hook (optional for key hook) 
        1 zipper or 10” of zipper tape 

  

Plan:  The first class we will probably not need sewing machines.  
We will discuss the stabilizers and options for handles, etc and 

you will start cutting out your pieces.  Please cut out or trace your 

pattern pieces before class.  If you are not new to making bags 

and are comfortable cutting out your pieces, you may do that 
ahead of  time and  begin sewing on the first day.  Stay organized 

and label the pieces with the enclosed labels as you cut them. 

 
The second day, we will have the day to sew and please bring a 

lunch or plan to grab one from one of the fast food places nearby.  

If you want to start sewing between the classes, just do the parts 
that you are comfortable with and leave the rest for the second class.  No problem!   

 

Please ask me if you have any questions!  Thanks, Debi 

Class Coupon 

 10% off all  

class supplies 

 
Must present coupon at time of  

purchase.  Cannot be combined with any 

other discounts or offers.   

Prior sales excluded.   


